Infor OS
Your future-proof operating service

An enterprise operating service with
a conversational user experience
Infor® OS is your operating service for the future, designed to serve as the foundation for your digital transformation in whatever form it may take. Its
focus is on delivering technology that goes beyond enabling business—to driving it, putting the user at the center of every experience and serving
as a unifying foundation for your entire ecosystem. The result is a connected, intelligent network that automates, anticipates, predicts, and informs
your stakeholders in everything they do.
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A modern foundation for driving transformation and
progress in enterprises across every industry.
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The foundation
for your entire
enterprise
Infor OS serves as the foundation for your
entire enterprise ecosystem, providing
seamless integration between systems,
a unified user experience across all
applications, and organization-wide visibility
into the real-time information you need to
drive your business.
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Hello, Coleman
A.I. that maximizes human potential
Infor Coleman is a powerful artificial intelligence assistant designed specifically for business
users—and built upon a foundation of industry-specific data. At any given moment, it can
help you determine:
■■

If you have a problem

■■

If you’re about to have a problem

■■

And what you should do to resolve or prevent a problem

From executing tasks to recommending next best sales offers or even predicting
maintenance issues, Coleman helps you work smarter and faster.

The NASA pioneer who inspired Infor Coleman

3:18

Named after physicist and mathematician Katherine Coleman Johnson, whose
trail-blazing work helped NASA land on the moon, Coleman represents a giant
leap forward for artificial intelligence at scale—incorporating deep reservoirs
of network data to serve the needs of human minds and make connected
devices infinitely smarter.
It’s not here to replace your job—Coleman’s here to help you do your job
exponentially better.
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One singular
platform
Endless opportunities
to make technology a
competitive advantage
Your business is growing. Your industry
is evolving. Your customers’ needs are
changing. Your workforce is shifting.
What’s next? Be ready with Infor OS.

Infor OS

Have systems that bend
without breaking

Work your way

Infor OS is based on the architecture of the
internet–flexible, scalable, adaptable, and
open. One application can be upgraded,
replaced, or even fail without taking your
entire network down.

Personalized and customizable homepages
for specific roles, teams, or areas of
interest aggregate processes and deliver
information automatically to users, while
single sign on and a consumer-inspired user
interface make applications easy, intuitive–
even fun–to use.

Turn information into action

Specialize without customizing

Infor OS’s Data Lake and data visualization
capabilities work across systems to deliver
information automatically based on users’
specific roles and priorities.

Infor OS serves as the foundation for Infor's
broad, deep, and industry-focused solution
portfolio. From pre-built industry analytics
to industry-driven business processes,
roles, and views, you get the specialized
functionality you need without limiting and
costly customizations.

Be prepared

Work smarter

For whatever opportunities or challenges
come next. Infor OS gives you the flexibility
to add to and modify systems as your
business grows, while cloud deployment
provides a secure, cost-effective, simplified,
and forever modern enterprise infrastructure.

Infor OS embeds collaboration, document
management, and business process
management within enterprise systems
to support real-time collaboration and
information sharing.
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Continuous evolution—enabled by Infor OS
Staying current is no longer a matter of choice—it’s a matter of survival. Now is the time to give your enterprise the agility,
intelligence, and cost-efficiency it needs to differentiate itself from competitors in an increasingly level playing field.
With Infor OS, your company gets deep analytics, advanced collaboration, and powerful development tools—all with a
mobile-first design, open source compatibility, and powerful integration capabilities to make unified management a reality.
Learn more about Infor OS ›
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Infor builds business software for specific industries in the cloud. With 15,000 employees and over 90,000
customers in more than 170 countries, Infor software is designed for progress. To learn more, please visit
www.infor.com.
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